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Kurt Mehlhorn, Konstantinos Panagiotouand Reto Spöhel WS 2010-11Models of Computation, an Algorithmi PerspetiveAssignment 12 Tue 18.1.2011This assignment is due on January 26/28 in your respetive tutorial groups. You are allowed(even enouraged) to disuss these problems with your fellow lassmates. All submitted work,however, must be written individually without onsulting someone else's solutions or any othersoure like the web.Dynamization. We study a generi method for deriving dynami data strutures from stationes. We use the ditionary problem for a ase study.Stati ditionaries only support operation member, dynami ditionaries also support insertionsand deletions.We know how to sort and we are familiar with binary searh in sorted arrays. However, forsome reason, we an do binary searh only in arrays whose size is a power of two. So, we knowhow to support the member-operation for sets whose ardinality n is a power of two. Therunning time of member is O(logn). The ost of setting up a binary searh struture for n = 2kelements has ost O(n) if the elements are given in sorted order and is O(n logn) otherwise.Exerise 1 [Member for arbitrary set size℄ Let S be a set of size n. Write n in binary,i.e., n =

∑
i bi2

i with bi ∈ {0, 1}. Split S into disjoint sets S0, S1, . . . where Si has size bi2i. Foreah Si, we know how to implement member. Implement member for S. What is the runningtime?What is the ost of building the struture if S is unsorted, if S is sorted?Exerise 2 [Inserts℄ We add insert to the repertoire of operations. Let n =
∑

i bi2
i. Let jbe minimal suh that bj = 0. Observe that 1 +∑

i<j 2
i = 2j . Take the new element, all it x,and the sets S0 to Sj−1, and build a binary searh data struture for {x} ∪ (∪i<jSi).What is the ost of building this struture? Do you have to sort or an you avoid sorting? Tryto use repeated merging.What is the ost of an insert in the worst ase? What is the ost of n inserts into an initially



empty struture?Exerise 3 [Warm-Up for Delete℄ Consider a sorted array. Some of the elements aremarked as �deleted�. Let S be the set of unmarked elements. Realize member for the set ofunmarked elements. This exerise has a two-line answer.Exerise 4 [Deletes℄We ome to a general solution for deletes. In order to delete an element,perform member and then mark it as �deleted�. Keep two ounters: the number n of elementsin the struture and the number d of elements marked as deleted.Whenever d ≥ n/2, do the following: Let S be the set of unmarked elements. Throw your olddata struture away and build a data struture for S as in exerise 1. Set n to n− d and d tozero.What is the ost of rebuilding? Do you have to sort? Express the ost of rebuilding in termsof d.Exerise 5 [Sequenes of Inserts and Deletes℄ What is the total ost of a sequene of ninserts and deletes? Show that is su�es to harge O(logn) to eah insert and O(1) to eahdelete.The tehnique above is known sine the early 80s. See, for example, Setion 7.1 of my booksfrom 1984 (you an �nd them on my homepage). We know apply the tehnique to ahe-oblivious stati searh trees and see what we get.Exerise 6 [Cahe-Oblivious Dynami Ditionaries℄ Trees in van-Emde-Boas layoutimplement ahe-oblivious stati ditionaries with I/O-ost O(logB n). Apply the mahineryabove to them. What do you get?Hint: I think it is a good idea to keep the searh strutures for S0, S1, to Sk in ahe, where
k is suh that the total spae required for these strutures is a onstant fration of ahe size.This will speed up searhes and inserts.


